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Trade Y our W ay to W eal th : Earn Bi g Prof i ts wi th
No Ri sk, Low Ri sk, an d Measured Ri sk Strategi es
(Hardback)
By Bill Kraft

John Wiley and Sons Ltd, United Kingdom, 2008. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 1. Auflage. 231 x
160 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Successful trader and advisor Bill Kraft shows how
to trade the financial markets in a way that limits risk and provides the potential for big profits.
Kraft, who left a successful law practice to become an independent trader, explains his own
educational process and how he arrived at a trading approach that primarily uses options to
generate consistent income, limit risk, and participate in big market moves. In simple and down-toearth language, Kraft explains a variety of strategies including buying and selling options; covered
call writing; collars; using closed end mutual funds for income; debit spreads, volatility-based
straddles; ratio backspreads; condors; and calendar spreads. Kraft emphasizes that traders need to
first develop a sound and reasonable business plan in the same manner that any entrepreneur
would plan a new business. Armed with the strategies explained in the book and a solid business
plan, traders will have a blueprint for generating consistent profits in a relatively stress-free and
efficient manner.
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Reviews
I just started out reading this ebook. I could comprehended every little thing out of this written e book. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually the
very best publication i have read through inside my personal life and could be he best ebook for ever.
-- Antonia O r n IV
The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Alta K ling V
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